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Chapter 2041: Food for the Ethereal Universe 

At this time they joined Su Lang's command. 

At this time, Su Lang mastered the powerful power of the Bayan Realm, and he might be able to defeat 

Baitian! 

"Hahaha!" 

"I know what you are thinking!" 

"However, I hope you can be more confident. With me, BAITIEN MASS can be wiped out easily!" 

Su Lang guessed the thoughts of Han Li and others, and suddenly laughed, his tone full of confidence. 

Seeing this, Han Li and the others felt a little weird, but surprises arose. 

Through the attitude of the Wu people, as well as the miraculousness of Su Lang that he experienced. 

They have already understood that Su Lang is not comparable to an ordinary early powerhouse! 

Actually. 

Su Lang is indeed sure to deal with the BAITIIAN Demon Sect! 

Because no matter how weird the extraterritorial celestial devil is, it also exists with incense. 

As long as it is an incense, whether you sublimate the incense or not, it is all the food of the virtual spirit 

universe! ! 

Not bad! 

The Ethereal Universe is the method that Su Lang intends to use to deal with BAITIEN DEMONS! 

"Hey!!" 

"There are a lot of extraterritorial monsters, right!!" 

"Baitian Demon Sect is very powerful, right? BAITIEN is very strong, right!" 

"Everything of you will be the food of my virtual spirit universe!" 

A trace of killing intent and a trace of excitement flashed in Su Lang's eyes. 

The extraterritorial celestial demons began to accumulate billions of years ago, and now I don’t know 

how many, and how many incense aspirations they carry. 

Once it is swallowed up all, the heart-piercing lock will surely be able to successfully condense! 

"Through heart lock can successfully condense." 

"Then what magic weapon should I gather next?" 

"It's a bit hard to think about, forget it, wait until the incense willingness is enough." 
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"Anyway, after the incense willing force is collected into the virtual spirit universe, it can't run away!" 

Excited thoughts arose in Su Lang's heart, and the smile on his face grew! 

at this time! 

"Your Majesty Su Lang!" 

"The front is the entrance of the cultivation world!" 

Han Li suddenly pointed to a small world on the edge of the Ten Thousand Realms Tower. 

"The entrance is in this small world?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, "Is this to prevent foreign enemies from invading?" 

"Yes!" 

"The cultivation world seems to be a small independent world." 

"But all the worlds form a whole again." 

"We use this small world as an entrance and exit. Once a foreign invasion occurs, immediately 

destroying this small world can completely isolate the connection between the outside world and the 

cultivation world." 

Han Li nodded and said. 

"That's it." 

"Come on, let's go in." 

Su Lang smiled and controlled the Infinity to come to the entrance. 

Immediately after. 

Han Li and others all shot together, opening the entrance and exit in a special way. 

Suddenly. 

A huge space channel appeared in front of everyone. 

Through the space channel, Su Lang could even see the world behind him. 

Soon. 

Huh——! 

Under the control of Su Lang, the Boundless ship turned into a small streamer and instantly entered the 

small world. 

After entering the small world, the passage behind him is closed. 

Everyone suddenly felt depressed. 

It's like an ordinary person entering an extremely small space. 



And this small world shivered under the pressure of the Infinity. 

Fortunately, the creatures in the world have been moved away by Han Li and others, otherwise the 

creatures in the entire world will die instantly. 

at this time. 

"As the import and export of the cultivation world." 

"Baitian Demon Sect will definitely pay attention here." 

"In this small world, there should be an extraterritorial demon hidden!" 

A sneer was drawn at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, and he immediately said to the people, "If you 

have anything related to incense, put it away quickly!" 

This statement came out. 

Everyone was a little puzzled. 

They didn't know that Su Lang possessed the Void Spirit universe. 

However, since it was Su Lang's order, everyone naturally did not dare to disobey. 

Anything that involved incense was immediately collected into his life universe, and then reported to Su 

Lang. 

Wait until everyone is cleaned up. 

"Voidling Universe, open!!" 

With a thought in Su Lang, the virtual spirit universe that merged with the sea of knowledge suddenly 

quietly spread out invisible and colorless! 

This small world as a channel for cultivation of the ten thousand realms was completely enveloped by 

the virtual spirit universe in an instant! 

Chapter 2042: Instantly devour the outer demon 

"what--!!" 

"No, don't kill me, ah ah ah!!!" 

"It hurts, it hurts, my body!" 

"..." 

Countless screams immediately resounded through the entire small world! 

A large amount of black mist rose from below the surface of the space. 

A black misty humanoid monster struggling to fly out, screaming in pain! 

"This!!" 
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"This is an extraterritorial demon!!" 

"Hey, there are so many extraterritorial demon lurking in this world, and worshipping the demon sect 

will know exactly where we are waiting!!" 

"Look, these extraterrestrial demons are screaming and dissipating, as if they were swallowed by 

something else!" 

"This must be the method of His Majesty Su Lang. Those extraterrestrial demons are related to incense 

and were restrained by a certain method of His Majesty Su Lang!!" 

"Oh my God, what kind of method is this? You can't see the energy fluctuations at all. Those 

extraterrestrial demons disappeared just like somehow!" 

"His Majesty Su Lang is too tough, he has such a magical power!" 

"..." 

Han Li and the others watched in horror at the large number of extraterritorial demons emerging from 

the world, and they were also very surprised! 

These extremely difficult extraterritorial demon disappeared completely in a short time, leaving only the 

miserable screams remaining in the world, gradually dissipating. 

"Well--!!" 

"It's not bad!" 

"These extraterritorial celestial demons have incomparably powerful damaging abilities to soul spirits, 

and they fit the characteristics of the heart-piercing lock to torture the soul!" 

"Hehehehe, Extraterrestrial Demon, what a delicious snack!" 

Su Lang laughed with great satisfaction, and the laughter made Han Li and the others dumbfounded. 

What! ! 

The extremely difficult, extremely evil extraterritorial demon, in the eyes of His Majesty Su Lang, turned 

out to be a delicious snack! ? 

This is too exaggerated! 

Those extraterrestrial demons are weird monsters after countless negative incense sublimation and 

qualitative changes. Can they be delicious as snacks? 

However, His Majesty Su Lang really eats deliciously! 

Is his taste so heavy! ? 

In other words, His Majesty Su Lang is actually a super demon, and he likes these negative energy! ? 

A lot of thoughts flashed through Han Li and the others. 

There is a strong awe for Su Lang again! 



at this time. 

"Han Li! Fengtian!" 

"Immediately lead me to the next world, and to destroy this world, I want to eat all the extraterritorial 

celestial demons in the entire world of cultivation!" 

Su Lang's voice came into the minds of Han Li and others. 

"Yes!!" 

"His Majesty Su Lang, the great infinite emperor!" 

Han Li and others recovered from the many horrified thoughts, and Xuan even immediately opened a 

world channel to the next world. 

Su Lang flew into the channel while controlling the Infinite. 

Han Li and the others launched the self-destructive methods laid out in advance, and the whole world 

was wiped out in an instant! 

Immediately after. 

A strange and powerful world power shrouded in and completely closed the entire world channel. 

This power is the power of the entire world of cultivation that is close to 100 million! 

So far. 

Cultivation of the world is completely isolated from the outside world. 

Even if it is opened from the inside out, it takes countless hours for everyone like Han Li to do it. 

at this time. 

Su Lang flew into another world on the Infinity. 

This world is extremely vast, and it is the largest realm of heaven in the realm of cultivation! 

Although it is the largest world in the world of cultivation. 

There is an extremely vast planet of life suspended in it. 

But its surface area is much smaller than that of the Tianmen Continent, about one percent of that of 

the Wu Clan Continent. 

of course. 

The land of the cultivation world is scattered in every billion worlds. 

The total land of all the worlds is probably larger than the Wu Clan mainland. 

But in terms of resources, the cultivation world is not as good as the Witch Continent, after all, the 

Witch Continent is part of the Boundless World! 



At this moment. 

Su Lang was very satisfied with Han Li's arrangement. 

If you enter a small world. 

The breath that the Infinite Number unintentionally released might instantly kill the entire world. 

Although they are all very weak creatures, in the eyes of Su Lang, they are all creatures under his 

command! 

At this time, it is the Tianhan Realm, so the Infinite can be fully utilized! 

"the world is huge!" 

"Because of the existence of the extraterritorial celestial demon, no one in Tianhan Realm dares to 

practice the way of incense, but it is convenient for me to do it!" 

A trace of excitement appeared on Su Lang's face, and then he unfolded the Ethereal Universe again! 

Chapter 2043: Clean up the sky in three minutes 

boom! ! 

The extremely large Ethereal Universe has expanded violently! 

With the continuous improvement of Su Lang's cultivation base, and the collection of incense 

aspirations more and more. 

The area of the Ethereal Universe has also become larger! 

When it was first opened, the Ethereal Universe was only one billion light-years in size, but it has now 

expanded more than ten times! 

The virtual spirit universe is completely unfolding in the Tianhan Realm, and it immediately covers an 

area of tens of billions of light-years! 

Such a huge area is equivalent to one-tenth of the Tianhan Realm. 

at this time. 

The virtual spirit universe spread out, instantly absorbing all the incense power within the range of tens 

of billions of light years! 

No matter what kind of incense aspiration, even the traces of emotions spilled in the air by the creatures 

are all absorbed! 

Simultaneously. 

A large number of extraterritorial celestial demons were also forced out of hiding by Su Lang's Ethereal 

Universe, braving the black smoke and screaming incomparably miserable. 

Then he was swallowed by the Ethereal Universe without any resistance. 

In an instant. 
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At least a trillion extraterritorial celestial demons were swallowed by the Ethereal Universe, turning 

them into countless incense and aspirations! 

"hiss!!" 

"Our Tianhan Realm has hidden so much incense power, which is really scary!" 

"Yes, I'm waiting to know that Tianhan Realm has traces of extraterritorial celestial demons, but they are 

extremely cautious. We can't detect an accurate number at all. I didn't expect there to be so many!" 

"Fortunately, His Majesty Su Lang descended, and easily cleaned up these extraterritorial celestial 

demons, otherwise this big hidden danger might become a fatal blow to BAITIIAN to defeat us!" 

"Thanks to the great Majesty Su Lang!!" 

"..." 

Han Li and the cultivators of the Primordial Beginning Stage took a cold breath, a strong fear arose in 

their hearts, and they were immediately replaced by happiness. 

The gazes they looked at Su Lang were already full of strong worship and admiration! 

Obviously Su Lang once again convinced them! 

at the same time! 

Those surviving extraterrestrial demons screamed in horror and began to run around! ! 

"Ah!" 

"What's going on, why did so many of the same kind suddenly die!" 

"Our extraterritorial demon should be an immortal existence, how could it die so fragile!" 

"It's over, we must have met the nemesis, hurry, hurry, let's run away!!" 

"..." 

Countless extraterritorial celestial demons desperately fled in all directions, but they had no effect at all! 

All of Su Lang's clones were dispatched, and a few breaths spread all over the world! 

Wherever Su Lang wants to go. 

"Clone replacement!" 

Su Lang's heart moved, and he immediately exchanged positions with a clone. 

The scope of the Ethereal Universe also changed immediately, covering the entire territory of tens of 

billions of light years. 

Suddenly! 

All extraterrestrial demons in the area. 



Regardless of the level, all turned into the food of the Ethereal Universe, screaming and being restored 

into countless incense power! 

"Clone replacement!" 

Su Lang ticked the corner of his mouth and changed his position again, turning the area tens of billions 

of light-years across again into his own hunting ground. 

Countless extraterrestrial demons did not have any power to fight back, and they all died tragically in an 

instant! 

"how can that be!!" 

"We have spent countless years of layout before we differentiated and lurked so many extraterritorial 

demon." 

"What kind of existence is this, and why can it kill us instantly!" 

"..." 

The only remaining extraterritorial celestial demon has been scared to death, and his heart is broken! 

In the face of death, they will also feel panic and despair! 

They also tried to escape by all means. 

But none of them can escape by chance. 

After Su Lang made ten transfers, the entire Tianhan Realm had been visited by him! 

A huge amount of extraterritorial celestial demons died tragically in his hands, turning them into 

nourishment for the virtual spirit universe. 

"To be safe, let's do it a few more times." 

Su Lang smiled slightly and continued to use the clone to dispatch and replace, visiting this Tianhan 

Realm again several times. 

During the period, I did find a few fish that slipped through the net, all of which were high-level and fast, 

and they provided a lot of incense power! 

"Good!" 

"Heart-piercing lock has been condensed into ninety percent, and it will be completely formed with a 

little more!" 

Su Lang looked at the huge amount of incense and aspirations in the Ethereal Universe, and suddenly 

became extremely happy. 

Chapter 2044: Take me to other worlds 

Simultaneously. 

All the extraterritorial celestial demons in the entire Tianhan Realm were cleaned up by Su Lang. 
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The creatures living in Tianhan Realm all feel that the whole world seems to be brighter and more 

comfortable! 

"I will wait to thank Your Majesty Su Lang for destroying the extraterritorial celestial demon and saving 

countless creatures in the celestial realm!" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang is invincible and will last forever!!" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang..." 

"..." 

Han Li and other monks from the early days saw that Tianhan Realm had been cleaned up by Su Lang, 

they were grateful and knelt down again. 

This is where they have cultivated for countless years, and it is also their home. 

The thieves who have been hiding at home for many years are eliminated, how can they not be excited? 

"Hahaha!" 

"These extraterritorial demons are of great use to me." 

"Quickly, take me to other worlds!" 

Su Lang laughed, and immediately ordered Han Li and others to attack the other worlds! 

"Yes! Your Majesty Su Lang!!" 

Han Li and others naturally couldn't ask for it. 

Quickly open a passage to Taiyi Immortal Realm! 

Su Lang immediately drove the Infinity into the world. 

The Taiyi Immortal Realm is the largest kind of world except the Tianhan Realm, and the strongest inside 

is the monk who is equivalent to the quasi-taichu. 

The scale of the world is also much smaller than that of Tianhan Realm. 

With Su Lang's thought, the Void Spirit universe enveloped the entire world, and everything related to 

the incense aspiration power was eliminated and absorbed. 

"next!!" 

Su Lang licked his lips excitedly and ordered Han Li. 

"Yes!!" 

Han Li and the others were busy opening the next world channel. 

Su Lang flew in with the boundless ship, and continued to destroy the outer demon. 

So back and forth. 



Han Li and others have completely become machines that open the world's channels. 

Whenever they arrive in a world, their first reaction is to open the next world channel. 

Because Su Lang was really too fast to clean up extraterrestrial demons! 

A world can be cleared in an instant! 

even! 

Later, Han Li and others opened multiple world channels at the same time. 

Su Lang stood in one of the worlds. 

Through the world channel, hundreds of extraterritorial monsters in the world can be cleared instantly! 

This level of efficiency simply made Han Li and the rest of the team cast their heads! 

And just as Su Lang was constantly cleaning up the outer demons. 

Cultivation is somewhere in the devil world in the ten thousand realms. 

The whole land is full of monks occupied by the aliens! 

These monks are extremely evil, raising countless lives as slaves, as tools for the production of incense 

power. 

And what they need is almost all negative incense willingness. 

Therefore, countless creatures will be brutally tortured! 

It can be said that they are the Tianmi Buddhism with its magnificent face torn apart! 

Above this sinful land. 

Suspended a piece of distorted purple-black buildings, endless, very strange. 

A certain slanted slanting, like a palace-style building with crumpled paper balls. 

A weird man covered in black lines opened his eyes in horror, his pupils shrank suddenly and trembled 

crazily! ! 

This person is just the beginning of the Qiyan Realm, who worshipped the heavens in symbiosis with the 

demon outside the territory. 

He is also the leader of today's BAITIEN Demon Sect! 

"What the **** is that!!" 

"Why can I eliminate my extraterritorial demon in an instant!?" 

"Furthermore, it was wiped out so quickly, dozens of breaths, and tens of thousands of extraterritorial 

demons in the world were cleaned up!" 

"Keep on like this, and soon I will completely lose all extraterrestrial demons!!" 



"No! Extraterrestrial demons are my foundation, I can't lose them!" 

"Exterior Demon Ancestor, you must know what it is, tell me if there is any way to stop him!" 

"..." 

A lot of horrified thoughts arose in BAI Tian's heart. He hadn't known these emotions for many years! 

He kept making incredible whispers and asked frantically towards his sea of consciousness. 

If anyone else is here. 

Surely you can find that his sea of consciousness is pitch black! 

It must be known that the sea of consciousness of the martial artist is opened from the darkness, and 

the inside is a bright world. 

But BAI Tian's Consciousness Sea, perhaps because of the weird incense road, is completely different 

from the orthodox martial artist. 

Chapter 2045: The terrified foreign demon ancestor and Baitian 

And just in this dark sea of knowledge. 

An incomparably huge humanoid demon outside the realm and the soul of BAITIEN are entangled, living 

and dying together! 

This extraterritorial demon is extremely powerful and extremely old. 

It was one of the strongest extraterritorial demon left by the innate demon spirit, and was called the 

extraterritorial demon ancestor by the entire cultivation world at this time. 

but. 

It is also full of confusion and fear at this time! 

It should be known that it is an extraterritorial demon left by the innate demon. 

It inherited part of the memory information of the innate demon. 

Even understand a lot of things before the Battle of the Boundless World. 

However, it had never heard of the existence that suddenly appeared and was able to madly sweep 

away the heavenly demons outside the territory! 

"Baitian!!" 

"I don't know what it is, maybe only the innate demons know it!" 

"I can feel that existence perfectly restrains our extraterritorial demon, and all my methods will not 

work for him!" 

The foreign demon ancestor shook his head solemnly, "Our only choice is to escape!!" 

"escape!?" 
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"I prayed to God to spend countless hours and painstaking efforts to set up a shocking situation, and I 

was about to bring the cultivation world into my palm, but now, let me give up all the escape!" 

"I, I'm not reconciled, not reconciled!!" 

Baitian's eyes are blood red, his canthus is about to split, and he keeps shaking his head like crazy! 

"We have no choice!" 

"That weird and powerful existence is not something we can fight against." 

The foreign demon ancestor said in fear, "Let's escape, let's seek shelter from the Lord Innate Demon!" 

"Ahhhhh!!" 

"Escape, I escape!" 

Baitian seemed to have collapsed, screamed wildly for a while, and immediately set off to escape! 

He knew that the channel world of the original cultivation world leading to the outside world had been 

destroyed. 

But he has another way to escape. 

He spent a lot of time slowly creating it in order to be prepared, but he didn't expect it to really come in 

handy! 

After making up your mind. 

BAITIEN quickly mobilized the power in his hands to delay Su Lang's footsteps at all costs. 

But he himself shuttled through the world one by one, fleeing madly towards the outside of the 

cultivation world. 

The other side. 

Su Lang had already guessed that Baitian would be alarmed. 

Therefore, when he was clearing out the outer demons, he was consciously approaching the core area 

of the worship! 

And his speed is extremely fast. 

Those evil monks who were sent by BAITIEN to block them could not play a blocking role at all. 

After all, Su Lang controls the Boundless, possessing a powerful combat power as high as the Eight Yan 

Primordial Realm! 

So powerful. 

Not to mention the mob of worshipping the demon sect. 

Even if the BAITIIAN cult leader who lives with the demon ancestors of the outside world comes in 

person, he will be killed! 



In a short time. 

Su Lang drove the Boundless Spacecraft and appeared in a devil world of Taiyi Immortal Realm level. 

This place is called the BAITIIAN Demon Realm, and it is also the true core lair of the BAITIIAN Demon 

Sect. 

"That weird existence has been killed!!" 

"Flee, we can't be opponents at all, run away!" 

"No one can survive the existence of that man, our end is here!" 

"..." 

A large number of godless evil monks are all shrouded in pessimism, completely losing all the courage to 

resist! 

They flee in horror. 

It turned into countless streamers between heaven and earth, flying everywhere like headless flies. 

next moment. 

They were enveloped by the Ethereal Universe that Su Lang was constantly unfolding! 

These evil cultivators cultivate the weird way of incense, although they possess a physical body, they 

have already undergone an irreversible transformation. 

Therefore, it is also restrained by the Ethereal Universe. 

at this time. 

One by one, the evil monks who were enveloped by the Ethereal Universe were melting like candles, 

and then it was more like boiling, beginning to evaporate! 

Endless pain swept through the body of every evil monk. 

It seems that the creatures who have been tortured by them for countless years have returned the pain 

they suffered! 

Just a few breaths. 

The powerful godless evil monks turned into piles of black scum, which restored their true colors-scum! 

Chapter 2046: The evil monks all become scum 

And the incense willingness contained in their bodies. 

As well as the powerful extraterrestrial demon coexisting with them, they have all been swallowed by Su 

Lang's Ethereal Universe. 

Even their souls were thrown into the Hell of Heart-piercing, reduced to incense creatures providing 

special aspirations. 
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Good and evil are rewarded. 

They used to raise countless intelligent creatures as tools, but now it's their turn! 

About three minutes later. 

All the extraterrestrial demons and evil monks in the entire Baitian Devil Realm will die! 

But those beings who have been nurtured and tortured cannot return to their normal state. 

Hundreds of millions of trillions of creatures are completely numb, deeply servile, and even completely 

lost their self-awareness! 

For these creatures. 

Su Lang had dealt with many things before, and they all used Mingguang Ten Thousand Realms to 

conquer. 

at least. 

The warm light of Mingguang Myriad Realms will heal the wounds of countless creatures, so that they 

will no longer suffer endless pain. 

To change to a comfortable way to continue to be numb and continue to provide incense aspirations is 

their current ending. 

This can only be blamed on their bad lives. 

but. 

Most of these creatures are under cultivation and will die soon. 

At that time, he will be reborn through Su Lang's reincarnation and be a normal intelligent creature. 

With a wave of his hands, he put these countless creatures into a sparsely populated world of the 

elementary crystal wall. 

Su Lang's gaze fell on the continuous twisted palace. 

"That is the lair of BAITIIAN DEMONS?" 

"The people inside have already ran away...but it doesn't matter, no one can escape my tracking." 

With a tick at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, he sent out a large number of treasure hunting flying flying 

gliders, and immediately caught the breath of worshipping heaven. 

Immediately after. 

A large number of treasure hunting flying flying flying in the same direction chased them, and they were 

soon stopped at the world barrier. 

"Is this going to another world?" 

"Whether you want to peek-a-boo with me in the realm of cultivation." 



"It's useless to still want to give up everything and escape from the realm of cultivation!" 

Su Lang smiled coldly, and immediately waved his hands and displayed terrifying spatial means, forcibly 

tearing apart the world barriers to form a channel! 

Han Li and others have no control over these worlds, and without pre-arranged world channels, they can 

only use brute force! 

After tearing open the world channel. 

The treasure hunting flying gliders rushed into the opposite world first. 

The evil monks in this world should have been ordered and deceived by BAITIEN, and didn't understand 

Su Lang's power, so he dared to gather together to form a line of defense! 

However, their line of defense is useless at all! 

at this time. 

Countless treasure hunt flying flying flying into this world. 

Those evil monks immediately launched an attack! 

however. 

Even if several Supreme Emperor-level powerhouses attack at the same time, they cannot harm a single 

hair of a treasure hunting flying flying glider! 

"What is this!!" 

"Why can't they hurt them!" 

"We are the mighty powers of Taiyi Jade Fairyland, we can't hurt a little thing, how is this possible!?" 

"The Lord BAITIIAN deceived us, these things are not something we can fight against!" 

"..." 

The evil monks were frightened and frightened by the anti-injury feature of the treasure hunting flying 

glider! 

at this time! 

A breath of incomparable terror came. 

But it was Su Lang who drove the Infinity into this world! 

"It's over!!" 

"Such a powerful breath is even more terrifying than the Lord Baitian!" 

"Such a terrifying existence has appeared in the cultivation world!?" 

"..." 



Seeing Su Lang driving the Boundless Ship, one by one Xie Xiu was so scared that his liver and 

gallbladder were splitting. 

Immediately after. 

There was extremely severe pain in their bodies, and Lin and the others cried out in pain! 

Under the influence of the virtual spirit universe. 

All these evil monks melted and turned into scumbags! 

Simultaneously. 

Treasure hunting flying flying gliders have once again gathered somewhere in the barriers of the world. 

Su Lang used Mingguang to subdue the surviving creatures in the world. 

Then he drove the Infinity to fly over, tearing open the channel with the same spatial means, and 

continuing to pursue it. 

Time is passing slowly! 

Su Lang passed through one demon world, annihilated countless evil monks, and collected countless 

creatures into his crystal wall world. 

Chapter 2047: See how far you can escape! 

Gradually. 

The world is getting smaller and smaller, and it is gradually unable to accommodate the existence of 

Infinity! 

Forcibly driving the Boundless to break in will only kill all the creatures in the world. 

Su Lang simply put the Infinity into the Dantian universe, and then continued to pursue it. 

Monk Han Li and others and Wu Clan Yingwa and others, along with the Infinity, were able to enter 

Sulang's Dantian universe together and saw the blue star and the sun and moon! 

Suddenly! 

Everyone was shocked! 

"where is this place!?" 

"Why are the rules so clear?" 

"Cultivating here, comprehending the rules and great roads, will definitely get twice the result with half 

the effort!" 

"I remember, this is the characteristic of the legendary core fragment of the Infinite Realm, here is the 

core fragment of the Infinite Realm!" 

"Look at that sun, it is the real sun, not a big fireball!!" 
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"It is indeed your Majesty Su Lang, who has the core fragments of the Boundless Realm!" 

"His Majesty Su Lang is the son of the universe, boundless hope for the recovery of the universe!" 

"..." 

Everyone talked in horror, and immediately showed ecstasy. 

Han Li and other monks in the Primordial Realm, after seeing the core fragments of the Infinity Realm, 

once again showed a lot of respect for Su Lang! 

Although they haven't seen the Spiritual Transmission Internet on the Heavenly Misty Continent, and 

the exchange building in Fuze World. 

But they were also completely loyal to Su Lang. 

Even if it is to die for Su Lang, they can do it! 

Time passed again. 

Su Lang shuttled through small worlds and gradually came to an extremely barren mortal world. 

"Here, is BAITIEN's own creation of the channel to the outside world?" 

"This world looks very normal, there is not even an extraterritorial demon, the disguise is really good!" 

Su Lang looked at the ordinary mortal world in front of him, with a sneer at the corner of his mouth. 

Among the cultivation world, the mortal world has the largest number. 

Especially the small world at the bottom of the Cultivation Ten Thousand Realms, the number is simply 

innumerable. 

To find the external channels created by BAITIIAN from these worlds, most people simply cannot do it in 

a short time! 

But Su Lang had a treasure hunting flying flying flying guide with the function of ‘Soul Soul’, and he 

found it easily. 

"Bai God, you must have never thought I could catch up so quickly!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, waving countless creatures into the crystal wall world. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang once again released the Infinity from the Dantian universe! 

Rumble! 

An extremely terrifying breath is coming! 

The whole world trembled crazily, just like a dangerous building in an earthquake, about to collapse! 

"Drive me!!" 



Su Lang appeared in the Infinity in an instant, displaying the spatial means of the Bayan Primordial 

Realm. 

Instant time! 

This small world protected by the power of the cultivation world, a lot of cracks immediately appeared! 

Among them, the place where the treasure hunting flying gliders gather is the biggest crack! 

That was originally the channel opened by BAI Tian! 

"go!!" 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth, and immediately drove the Infinity to rush out of the rift in the 

world barrier, once again escaped from the realm of cultivation, and returned to the void of the infinite 

universe! 

"Squeak!" 

The treasure hunting flying gliders flew in the same direction, squeaking with excitement in their 

mouths, it was obvious that they found the traces left by BAITIEN! 

"Hey!" 

"See how far you can escape!" 

Su Lang smiled coldly and immediately dispatched the clone to pursue frantically. 

at the same time. 

Infinite number. 

Han Li and others were shocked! 

Because they discovered that Su Lang's cultivation level was only in the second development realm. 

Although the combat power reached the fourth development realm, this cultivation realm was really 

low! 

This is not the same thing as they imagined that Su Lang is an extremely powerful warrior! 

but. 

Ying Wa immediately told them an incredible news. 

That was just two or three days after Su Lang broke through the Primordial Beginning Realm! ! 

The eyes of Han Li and others were about to fall out on the spot! 

Just two or three days after breaking through the Primordial Beginning Realm, he immediately broke 

through to the Second Generation Realm, and then had the combat power of the Fourth Generation 

Realm! ? 

This is too exaggerated! 



But Han Li and others knew that Ying Wa was a person who didn't lie, which meant that Su Lang did 

indeed increase his cultivation base in a short period of time! 

And it will continue to skyrocket! 

"No wonder!" 

"No wonder Ying Wadu is so respectful and submissive. It turns out that His Majesty Su Lang has such 

terrifying potential!" 

"His Majesty Su Lang is definitely the material to become an eternal power!!" 

"..." 

Han Li and the others thought so, and ecstasy gradually rose in their hearts. They also saw bright hope 

just like Jiang Wenzheng and the others before! ! 

Chapter 2048: A touch of pressure 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang drove the Infinity, not only changing positions with the clones, and chasing BAI Tian frantically! 

but. 

"Baitian has been escaping in the same direction!" 

"He flees purposefully, not like a headless fly!" 

"This prayer must be looking for his backer!" 

Su Lang noticed the anomaly in BAI Tian's escape, and his eyes flashed. 

BAITIEN is a strong man who lives with the demon ancestors outside the territory. 

And the outer demon ancestors are strange creatures left behind by the innate demon. 

It's obvious. 

BAITIEN is going to seek shelter from the innate demons! 

"Innate Demon!!" 

"Able to be called innate, the life of survival must be extremely long!" 

"And the extraterritorial demon left by the innate demon can leave a mark in the core of the boundless 

world, which is enough to be a very terrifying existence." 

"Perhaps, he is a half-step eternal state, maybe!" 

When Su Lang thought of this, he suddenly became vigilant. 

But he didn't intend to let go of Biyadh. 

instead. 
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Su Lang wanted to see with his own eyes how the innate demon existed. 

No matter how. 

Innate demons must be powerful creatures in the boundless universe. 

As long as it is a strong man in the boundless universe, it is Su Lang's goal to strive for acceptance and 

union. 

Although the innate demon was most likely a violent creature and very dangerous, Su Lang still wanted 

to see it. 

therefore. 

Su Lang continues to chase forward! 

In order to be able to see the innate demon smoothly. 

Su Lang deliberately controlled the speed of dispatching clones. 

After all, the spirit detection range of the clone hasn't reached the Qiyan Taichu level. 

When the avatar finds BAI Tian, BAI Tian will definitely be able to see Su Lang’s avatar, so that it will 

startle the snake. 

Anyway, according to the speed of the Infinity. 

Su Lang could probably also guess BAI Tian's escape speed, so that the distance would not be too far. 

Time passed slowly. 

Su Lang drove the Boundless, not knowing how many distances the void had crossed. 

Even practiced a book of exercises! 

"Ding! "World Heavenly Witch Fulcrum" has reached the founding level!" 

Accompanied by the appearance of system prompts. 

Numerous profound meanings appeared in Su Lang's mind. 

It made him thoroughly master the cherished technique that embodies the great wisdom of the Wu 

clan. 

"World Heavenly Witch Fulcrum!" 

"With a'fulcrum', use the'lever' to display an unexpectedly powerful power!" 

"Wuyin currently has the powerful combat power of the Bayan Taichu realm. After using the'fulcrum 

lever', it can increase its power by dozens of times, and the conventional combat power can almost 

reach the infinitely close to the Jiuyan Taichu realm!" 

"It's worthy of being the too elementary exercise method that the Wu clan cherishes most. It is much 

more useful than ordinary exercises!" 



"However, leverage does not work for the rules of time, otherwise it would be too abnormal!" 

Su Lang felt the brand-new profound meaning in his mind, and the corner of his mouth gradually 

outlined a bright smile. 

Immediately after. 

His eyes looked at the rest of the Taichu exercises. 

"The number of one-key empowerment functions is about to be refreshed." 

"This time, I will practice "Universal Return to One Picture", and pass it to his subordinates at that time, 

and it will definitely increase the battle power of the Infinity." 

Su Lang nodded slightly. Before, he instilled exercises, cultivation bases, and rules for his companions 

and subordinates for the purpose of reward. 

The reward is the loyalty of the subordinates. 

At this time, the Infinity could use the combat power of its companions and subordinates to the 

extreme. 

Raising the strength of his companions and subordinates is equivalent to raising Su Lang's own combat 

power! 

What he gained is not only loyalty, but also solid strength! 

After making a decision. 

"system!" 

"Activate the function of "Nine Hearts into One" and practice "Yuhua into One Picture"!!" 

Following Su Lang's instructions, the martial arts villain became busy immediately after the exercise was 

placed. 

at this time. 

Su Lang suddenly felt a slight pressure! ! 

"It can make me stressed..." 

"I'm afraid it's already close to the place where the Innate Demon is!" 

"I don't know how strong the Innate Demon is, even I can feel the pressure when I stay in the Infinity!" 

Su Lang's eyes condensed and his pupils shrank slightly. 

Chapter 2049: Keep me quiet 

Simultaneously. 

Ying Wa, Han Li and others also felt the slight pressure. 

And as the Infinity continues to advance, the pressure is increasing. 
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Su Lang can speculate that his destination is the Innate Demon through BAI Tian's escape trail, and Ying 

Wa and others can also speculate. 

At this moment, he felt the pressure from the innate demon, and he was a little shocked. 

"Your Majesty Su Lang!!" 

"I'm afraid we are already close to where the Innate Demon is!" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang, I don't know how strong the Innate Demon is. For your safety, let's stop chasing 

it!" 

"Yeah, we can just drive BAI Tian away..." 

"..." 

Ying Wa, Han Li and others persuaded each other. 

Although they also know that letting go of BAITIEN means releasing the tiger and returning to the 

mountain, it will leave a huge hidden danger, so they are very unwilling to bait and flee. 

But considering the unknown of the innate demon, it is almost unimaginably powerful. 

They still believe that the hope of preserving the boundless world of Su Lang is the most important! 

but. 

Su Lang was not worried about his safety. 

Because he has forty-nine lives now, even better than the 30-lived Contra! 

This is still scary! 

"Everyone." 

"I am absolutely sure that my life will not be in danger." 

"It's not necessarily for you. Now that I put the Infinity in the Life Universe, you can wait for the good 

news with peace of mind." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, and said confidently. 

"what!?" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang, this is no joke!!" 

"With the Boundless, we can have the strength of the Eight Yan Primordial Stage. If you take the 

Boundless into the life universe, the strength you can control will be greatly reduced!" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang, if you want to move on, please be sure to take me. Even if I die, I will never 

regret it!!" 

"Yes, Your Majesty Su Lang, I will wait to follow your steps closely. If you do not withdraw, we will not 

withdraw!" 



"..." 

Ying Wa and the others were extremely horrified at first, and then one after another excitedly expressed 

that they would always stand with Su Lang, and were not willing to let Su Lang go by himself. 

but. 

"That's it!" 

"Whatever I do not withdraw, you will not withdraw!" 

"I still don't sleep with the moon, I don't sleep!" 

Su Lang waved his hand, and took the Infinity into the Dantian Universe with everyone, "Give me 

quieter!" 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang continued to move forward under invisible pressure! 

In the pubic universe. 

Ying Wa and the others sighed with great annoyance. They were annoyed that they were not strong 

enough to help Su Lang. 

If they are strong enough. 

Su Lang doesn't have to go adventure alone! 

"Your Majesty Su Lang, don't have anything to do with you!!" 

"You are the last hope of the boundless universe, you must be safe and sound!" 

"His Majesty Su Lang said he has full confidence. I believe it, but I still don't want him to take risks by 

himself. I am still too weak!!" 

"After returning to the Tianmen Continent this time, I must break through to the Bayan realm!!" 

"..." 

Various thoughts arose in the hearts of everyone. 

at the same time. 

While flying forward, Su Lang would make a twin avatar use the Baiying clone to become a hundred 

clones. 

Immediately after. 

He sent a clone to explore the way ahead. 

With the avatar dispatched again and again, this Baiying avatar is under increasing pressure! 

The distance to the innate demon is getting closer! 



suddenly! 

In the boundless void, an extremely terrifying shadow appeared! 

This black shadow was terrifying, it was like a black sun magnified countless times. 

Under its black surface, blood-red lines will occasionally appear, which is very permeating! 

This is the Innate Demon! 

But he was motionless at this moment, and seemed to fall asleep. 

at the same time. 

A slowly flying figure appeared within the avatar's divine mind detection range. 

Take a closer look, it's a monk! 

"It's BAItian!!" 

"Sure enough, he came to look for the innate demon, seeking refuge!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, revealing a shallow smile, and opened BAI Tian's attribute 

panel. 

But to see that this guy turned out to be a Qiyan realm from the beginning, and his combat power had 

surpassed Han Li and Ying Wa, it was very scary! 

But Su Lang is not afraid. 

Because he is a monk who lives in symbiosis with the outer demons! 

Chapter 2050: Half-step eternal innate demon! 

at this time. 

Baitian also discovered the existence of Su Lang's clone through his own spiritual thoughts. 

"what!?" 

"How come there are people here!?" 

"And it looks like it is the rumored warrior, the outsider!!" 

"Could it be that this is the previous entry into the realm of cultivation from the outside world to help 

Han Li and the others frantically clean up the existence of the extraterritorial demon?" 

"But, why is his cultivation so low? The aura on his body is only at the Sanyan Prime Beginning level!" 

"..." 

Baitian was stunned to see Su Lang clone! 

In his expectation, Su Lang was able to kill his countless extraterritorial celestial demons so easily, it was 

definitely a super terrifying power! 
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He is estimated to be the strongest of Jiuyan! 

No matter how bad it is, the strongest Bayan Taichu! 

However, appearing in front of him now is just a Sanyan-level weak Taichu! 

suddenly. 

A flash of light flashed through BAI Tian's mind like lightning! 

"Hey, what's going on!!" 

"Could this be his clone!?" 

"Yes, this must be his clone!" 

"Damn, that existence is chasing here!!" 

"Fortunately, this place is not far from Lord Innate Demon, if he dares to chase after him, I can 

guarantee that he will definitely die!!" 

"..." 

There was a panic in Bailian's heart, and he gradually calmed down. 

Then with a sneer, without looking at Su Lang's clone, he continued to fly in the direction of the innate 

demon! 

During the flight. 

Baitian found that Su Lang's clone hadn't moved at all, and he was a little surprised. 

"Is it afraid?" 

"Yes, facing the innate demon, he should not dare to chase after!" 

Baitian looked at Su Lang's avatar coldly, then let out a cold snort, and continued to fly towards the 

distance. 

He did not know. 

Su Lang didn't have time to watch him at this time, because he was checking the attribute panel of the 

Innate Demon! 

[Name]: Eat evil 

[Race]: Innate Demon 

[Qualification Level]: Innate 

[Realm level]: Half-step eternity 

[Attack level]: Half-step eternal 

[Defensive level]: Half-step eternal 



[Shenfa level]: Half-step eternal 

[Endurance Level]: Half-step eternal 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Pure Nirvana 

[Master the exercises]: Devour the heart of evil spirits (Taichu, founding), crossing time and space 

(Taichu, founding) 

"It really is an innate demon!!" 

"Half-step the terrifying existence of the eternal realm!" 

"What's the matter with this qualification level?" 

"Innate-level qualifications? A qualification even more powerful than unparalleled?" 

"Although he has only two exercises, they are both at the founding level. It should be his own creation!" 

"Innate demons...innate qualifications, create your own techniques!" 

"Could it be that he is the strange existence where the universe was born, and he has the innate 

aptitude!" 

"The Boundless Realm has a prehistoric era, and the innate term is generally used on the three thousand 

innate demon gods and a large number of innate treasures..." 

"Could this innate demon be related to the legendary three thousand innate demon gods?" 

Various thoughts flashed in Su Lang's mind, and a trace of surprise appeared in his eyes. 

At this time. 

He found that BAITIEN had disappeared within the divine consciousness of the clone. 

"I'll talk about this before I solve this bait!" 

Su Lang thought of it, and immediately used the clone replacement function! 

then. 

BAI Tian suddenly felt within the detection range of divine consciousness. 

That Sanyan's weak and small Taichu suddenly became stronger, reaching the Siyan level! 

"What's the matter?" 

"How could that clone suddenly change from Sanyan Taichu to Siyan Taichu!?" 

"Does he use any secret technique? But even if he uses the secret technique, he can't cause any harm to 

me!" 

"Why did he let the clone do this? It can't hurt me at all!!" 

Bailian frowned in surprise, and then continued to fly forward with doubts. 



no matter what. 

It is safer to be near the innate demon. 

however. 

He did not know. 

That stronger clone is not using a secret technique. 

It just changed people! 

Changed from the clone to the deity of Su Lang! 

BAI Tian simply broke his head, and he didn't expect the terrifying powerhouse he expected to have only 

the strength of the Siyan Primordial Beginning Stage! 

 


